Cytokine activation induces human memory-like NK cells
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Natural killer (NK) cells are lymphocytes that play an important role in the immune response to infection and malignancy. Recent studies in mice have shown that stimulation of NK cells with cytokines or in the context of a viral infection results in memory-like properties. We hypothesized that human NK cells exhibit such memory-like properties with an enhanced recall response after cytokine preactivation. In the present study, we show that human NK cells preactivated briefly with cytokine combinations including IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 followed by a 7- to 21-day rest have enhanced IFN-γ production after restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15, IL-12 + IL-18, or K562 leukemia cells. This memory-like phenotype was retained in proliferating NK cells. In CD56dim NK cells, the memory-like IFN-γ response was correlated with the expression of CD94, NKG2A, NKG2C, and CD69 and a lack of CD57 and KIR. Therefore, human NK cells have functional memory-like properties after cytokine activation, which provides a novel rationale for integrating preactivation with combinations of IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 into NK cell immunotherapy strategies. (Blood. 2012;120(24):4751-4760)

Introduction

Natural killer (NK) cells are lymphocytes important for host defense against infection and malignant tumor cells.1-5 How NK cells acquire enhanced functionality to optimally respond to target cells or inflammatory signals is an important question in NK cell biology. Traditionally, NK cells have been categorized as innate effectors because they use germline-encoded activating and inhibitory NK and cytokine receptors to orchestrate their rapid proliferative and functional (ie, IFN-γ production and cytotoxicity) responses. Recently, studies have shown that mouse NK cells exhibit memory-like properties defined by an initial activation event, a subsequent return to the resting state, followed by enhanced IFN-γ production on restimulation.6-8 Cooper et al observed that initial stimulation with the cytokines IL-12 + IL-18 results in the majority of mouse NK cells producing IFN-γ and, after 1-3 weeks, these cells exhibit memory-like NK properties with increased IFN-γ production after restimulation with cytokines or activating receptor ligation.6 Sun et al evaluated Ly49H+ NK cells after recovery from an acute infection with murine CMV (MCMV), which encodes an Ly49H ligand, and identified an enhanced IFN-γ response to Ly49H restimulation.7 In addition, von Andrian et al were the first to report that innate cells with an NK cell phenotype mediated recall responses to haptens during the delayed hypersensitivity response in Rag1−/− mice.8,9 Therefore, mouse NK cells appear to exhibit both cytokine and activating NK cell receptor–induced memory-like properties.

At present, it is unclear whether human NK cells exhibit a memory-like response. Several studies have identified persistent alterations in the NK cell compartment after viral infections, which have included human CMV (HCMV), Hantavirus, and Chikungunya virus.10-13 In addition, reactivation of HCMV in the setting of solid-organ transplantation or allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation has resulted in the induction of functional CD57+ and NKG2C+ NK cells.14,15 In the present study, we investigated whether cytokine preactivation alters the functional recall response of human NK cells after a prolonged rest period, as shown by the results of a previous study revealing murine cytokine-induced innate memory in NK cells.6 We have identified herein human cytokine-induced memory-like NK cells, and these results provide a new rationale for investigating short-term preactivation with combinations of IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 in NK cell–based immunotherapy.

Methods

Reagents

The following anti–human mAbs were used in this study: CD56 (N901), CD3 (UCHT1), CD45 (J.33), NKG2A (Z199.1), and Nkp46 (BAB281; all Beckman Coulter); CD16 (3G8), IFN-γ (B27), CD107a (H4A3), CD57 (NK-1), CD69 (FNS0), CD158a (HP3E4), CD158b (CH-L), CD158e (DX9), and CD94 (HP-3D9; all BD Biosciences); and purified CD16 (3G8) and mouse IgG1 (M1G45; both BioLegend). The following endotoxin-free recombinant human (rh) cytokines were used: rhIL-12 (PeproTech), rhIL-18 (MBL International), and rhIL-15 (CellGenix).

NK cell purification and cell culture

Human platelet apheresis donor PBMCs were obtained by ficoll centrifugation. NK cells were purified using RosetteSep (StemCell Technologies, ≥ 95% CD56+CD3−) or by ﬂow cytometric cell sorting to ≥ 99% purity (FACSARia II cell sorter; BD Biosciences). Cells were plated at 3.5 × 106 cells/mL and preactivated for 16 hours using rhIL-12.
(10 ng/mL) + rhIL-18 (50 ng/mL) + rhIL-15 (1 ng/mL) or control conditions (rhIL-15, 1 ng/mL), washed 3 times to remove cytokines, and cultured in complete RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% human AB serum (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with rhIL-15 (1 ng/mL) to support survival, with 50% of the medium being replaced every 2-3 days with fresh cytokines. In some experiments, cells were preactivated in rhIL-12 (10 ng/mL), rhIL-15 (100 ng/mL), and IL-18 (50 ng/mL) alone or in combination to identify optimal cytokine preactivating conditions. In other experiments, the concentrations of IL-12 and IL-18 were varied during the 16-hour preactivation as indicated.

For preactivation with K562 leukemia cells, freshly purified NK cells were cocultured with irradiated (3000 rads) K562 cells for 16 hours at a 4:1 ratio either in presence of rhIL-15 (1 ng/mL) alone or in combination with rhIL-12 (10 ng/mL), rhIL-18 (50 ng/mL), or rhIL-12 (10 ng/mL) + rhIL-18 (50 ng/mL). At the end of the 16-hour preactivation NK cells underwent CD56+ selection to eliminate the leukemia cells using MACS LD columns (Miltenyi Biotec) after labeling NK cells with CD56 microbeads per manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec). For CD16-activation based preactivation, flat, 48-well polystyrene plates were incubated at 37°C with purified anti-CD16 mAb or mouse IgG1 (control) for 2 hours at a 10 μg/mL concentration, followed by 3 washes with PBS. Enriched NK cells were then added at a concentration of 5 × 10^6 cells/mL in a 500-μL volume to the wells for a 16-hour preactivation either in the presence of rhIL-15 (1 ng/mL) alone or in combination with rhIL-12 (10 ng/mL), rhIL-18 (50 ng/mL), or rhIL-12 (10 ng/mL) + rhIL-18 (50 ng/mL).

**Functional and proliferation assays**

After 7, 14, or 21 days, cells were harvested and restimulated with IL-12 + IL-15, IL-12 + IL-18 (at doses noted in the preceding section), or K562 leukemia targets (effector: target ratio, 4:1) for 6 hours in a 96-well round-bottom plate. Anti-CD107a mAb was added at the start of the functional assay, followed by brefeldin A and monensin (BD Biosciences) after 1 hour. Cells were stained for surface NK cell surface markers and intracellular IFN-γ (Cytofix/Cytoperm; BD Biosciences). For proliferation experiments, NK cells were labeled with CFSE (5μM; Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 minutes.

**Flow cytometric analysis**

Cell staining was performed as described previously16-18 and data were acquired on a Gallios flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter) and analyzed using Kaluza Version 1.2 (Beckman Coulter) or FlowJo Version 9.3.2 (TreeStar) software. Plots were made using GraphPad Version 5.0 software.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical comparisons were performed using the Student t test. P < .05 was considered significant.

**Results**

**Brief preactivation of human NK cells with IL-12 + IL-18 leads to memory-like IFN-γ production**

Cytokine-induced memory in NK cells manifests as an enhanced functional response after an initial preactivation and a subsequent return to a baseline functional state.6 We evaluated human NK cells for memory-like properties after IL-12 + IL-18 preactivation (Figure 1). Our experimental approach included a 16-hour preactivation, followed by a prolonged rest period in vitro with survival supported by low concentrations of IL-15 (Figure 1A). After 7, 14, or 21 days of rest in vitro, IFN-γ protein production by IL-12 + IL-18–preactivated NK cells was significant increased compared with control NK cells after restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15 (Figure 1B-C). This enhanced IFN-γ production after preactivation was confirmed to be cell intrinsic in experiments using purified NK cells (Figure 1D). To better define the NK cell functions that were enhanced by preactivation, we also evaluated NK cell surface CD107a (LAMP-1) expression triggered by K562 tumor targets as a surrogate for degranulation.19 CD107a surface expression after K562 triggering was not different between preactivated and control NK cells (supplemental Figure 1, available on the Blood Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article), indicating that preactivated NK cells did not have an enhanced ability to degranulate. However, these similar yet robust CD107a responses indicate that functional NK cells were present in both control and preactivated culture conditions. These findings provide direct evidence that, like murine NK cells, IL-12 + IL-18–preactivated human NK cells have enhanced IFN-γ production (but not degranulation) on restimulation and therefore exhibit memory-like cytokine responses.

**Cytokine-induced memory-like NK cell IFN-γ response in CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells**

Human NK cells are divided into functionally and developmentally distinct CD56bright and CD56dim subsets.1,20 We evaluated whether both of these NK cell subsets exhibit enhanced memory-like NK cell IFN-γ production after preactivation. First, we gated on these NK cell subsets in purified NK cell cultures and observed that both CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells exhibited increased IFN-γ production on restimulation compared with controls (Figure 2A-B). This capacity for increased IFN-γ production was evident using multiple restimulation conditions: IL-12 + IL-15, IL-12 + IL-18, or K562 leukemia targets (Figure 2B). In response to K562 triggering, the increase in IFN-γ production by preactivated CD56dim NK cells was modest, with a more robust enhancement in CD56bright NK cells (Figure 2B). This is significant because freshly isolated CD56dim NK cells produce greater amounts of IFN-γ in response to activating receptors or tumor targets compared with CD56bright NK cells.1

We next confirmed that both CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells exhibit memory-like IFN-γ production by flow sorting these subsets, preactivating as shown in Figure 1A, and assessing the IFN-γ response to IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation after 7 days of rest in low-dose IL-15. Both NK cell subsets demonstrated increased IFN-γ production after restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15 compared with controls (Figure 1C-D). Although CD56dim NK cells demonstrated a modest increase in CD56 expression, CD56bright NK cells retained their CD56/CDD16 profile and did not differentiate into CD56dim NK cells in this experimental system (Figure 2C). Therefore, both CD56bright and CD56dim NK cell subsets exhibit cytokine-induced memory-like properties.

To determine the concentrations of IL-12 and IL-18 sufficient to generate human memory-like NK cells, we performed dose-response experiments that varied the concentrations of IL-12 and IL-18 used to preactivate purified NK cells (Figure 3). Both CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells were optimally preactivated with 1 ng/mL of IL-12 and 50 ng/mL of IL-18. CD56bright NK cells also had modest enhancement of restimulated IFN-γ production when preactivated with 5 ng/mL of IL-18 in concert with 1 or 10 ng/mL of IL-12.

**Phenotypic alterations in human memory-like NK cells**

A surface marker phenotype specific to memory-like NK cells has not yet been identified in mice.6,21 Therefore, in the present study, we evaluated candidate markers that have an established correlation with human NK cell IFN-γ production.14,15,22 First, we assessed changes in cell surface expression after preactivation and
7 days of rest before any restimulation. Preactivation resulted in increased expression of CD94, NKG2A in CD56dim NK cells, and CD94 (modest), Nkp46, and CD69 in CD56bright and CD56dim subsets (Figure 4). We next evaluated whether candidate surface markers discriminated preactivated NK cells with increased IFN-γ production after restimulation. There was a positive correlation between IFN-γ production and the percentage of cells positive for CD94, NKG2A, NKG2C, and CD69 expression in preactivated CD56dim NK cells (Figure 5). Previously described associations of the CD94+/NKG2A+ and CD57− CD56dim NK cell subsets were confirmed in control cells after IL-12 + IL-15 (Figure 5) or IL-12 + IL-18 (supplemental Figure 2) restimulation, indicating that CD56dim NK cell subset biology was preserved. We also noted a modest increase in double-positive NKG2A+/NKG2C+ CD56dim NK cells in preactivated NK cells compared with control NK cells. However, these represented a small minority of IFN-γ-producing memory-like NK cells. In contrast, single-positive NKG2C+CD56dim NK cells demonstrated minimal IFN-γ production (supplemental Figure 3). In addition, preactivated CD56dim NK cells that were KIR− and CD57− were more likely to produce IFN-γ after restimulation (Figure 5). No correlation was observed between the percentage of cells positive for these markers and IFN-γ production in CD56bright
NK cells, in part because many of these markers are expressed on the majority or minority of cells. To further define whether IFN-γ/H9253 was correlated with the markers of interest, we also assessed the association between the expression level (mean fluorescence intensity [MFI]) of markers of interest and IFN-γ production (supplemental Figure 4). This approach confirmed the associations between CD94, NKG2A, NKG2C, and CD69 in CD56dim NK cells, and identified an association between increased MFI of CD94 or

![Figure 2. CD56bright and CD56dim NK cell subsets exhibit memory-like properties after IL-12 + IL-18 preactivation.](image-url)

(A-B) CD56bright and CD56dim NK subsets in purified NK cell (≥ 95% CD56−CD3+) cultures exhibit memory-like IFN-γ production. (A) Representative data from control and IL-12 + IL-18–preactivated NK cells demonstrating the NK subset analysis gating strategy and differential IFN-γ production after the 7-day rest and a 6-hour IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation. (B) Summary data demonstrating that IL-12 + IL-18–preactivated CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells exhibit a memory-like IFN-γ response after restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15, IL-12 + IL-18, or K562 leukemia cells. Purified (≥ 95% CD56−CD3+) NK cells were cultured as in Figure 1A for 7 days and restimulated with cytokines or K562 (4:1 effector:target ratio) as indicated for 6 hours and then assayed for IFN-γ. Data shown are the means ± SEM percentage of IFN-γ+ NK cells, gated on CD56bright or CD56dim subsets, with n = 12 donors (4 independent experiments) for IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation, n = 6 donors (3 independent experiments) for IL-12 + IL-18 restimulation, and n = 9 donors (4 independent experiments) for K562 restimulation. (C-D) Flow-sorted CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells cultures exhibit memory-like IFN-γ production. (C) NK cell subsets were flow sorted (≥ 99% purity) and then preactivated as per Figure 1A, rested for 7 days, restimulated (6 hours) with IL-12 + IL-15, and stained for intracellular IFN-γ. The NK cell subset phenotype was retained in each sorted population after 7 days of culture. (D) Summary data are shown as means ± SEM of the percentage of IFN-γ+ sorted CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells after 7 days of rest followed by 6 hours of restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15 (n = 6; 3 independent experiments). *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
CD56bright and CD56dim NK cell controls. This was evident both in flow-sorted NK cell subsets preactivated NK cells underwent cell division compared with subsets within bulk PBMC cultures (supplemental Figure 5). The evaluated whether human NK cell subsets proliferated after IFN-γ production, indicating heritable memory-like properties, similar to the murine memory-like NK cells. These data indicate that IL-12 + IL-18–preactivated human NK cells underwent cell division and pass on the enhanced capacity to produce IFN-γ to their cellular progeny.

**Minimal changes in cytokine receptor expression, STAT signaling, and IFN-γ mRNA abundance in human memory-like NK cells**

Cytokine receptor expression and/or signaling changes are potential mechanisms that may result in enhanced recall to restimulation with IL-12, IL-18, and IL-15 by preactivated NK cells. Recent work in mice has implicated IL-12 signaling as being central to the generation of memory NK cells during an MCMV infection. In the present study, we investigated preactivated and control NK cells for alterations in the expression of IL-12 and IL-18 receptor components at the protein and mRNA levels (supplemental Figures 6 and 7). In CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells, there were minimal or no differences in these receptors between preactivated and control conditions. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in the phosphorylation of STAT4 or STAT3, suggesting that alteration of downstream pSTAT signaling was not a predominant mechanism responsible for enhanced IFN-γ production by preactivated memory-like NK cells (supplemental Figures 6C and 8).

We next evaluated IFN-γ mRNA abundance in control versus preactivated NK cells because increased basal or restimulated IFN-γ mRNA levels could result in the increased IFN-γ protein produced by human memory-like NK cells (supplemental Figure 9). We detected no difference in the relative abundance of IFN-γ mRNA in control versus preactivated NK cells after 7 days of rest without restimulation, similar to murine memory-like NK cells. Although we did observe a substantial increase in IFN-γ mRNA in IL-12 + IL-15–restimulated cells after 6 hours, there was no difference in the magnitude of this induction comparing preactivated and control NK cells from the same subject. This suggests that the predominant mechanism responsible for enhanced memory-like NK cell function in humans occurs at the posttranscriptional and/or posttranslational level.

**Additional cytokine and activating receptor combinations are sufficient to preactivate human NK cells for enhanced memory-like IFN-γ production**

Our study initially focused on the capability of IL-12 + IL-18 to preactivate human NK cell memory-like properties based on findings in mice. To define additional signals that lead to memory-like NK cell IFN-γ production, we also evaluated IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 alone and in all combinations and found that memory-like enhanced function requires combined cytokine preactivation (Figure 7A-B). Novel preactivating combinations that led to enhanced IFN-γ production on restimulation in addition to
IL-12 + IL-18 included IL-15 + IL-18 and IL-15 + IL-12, suggesting that no one single cytokine was requisite and multiple combinations were sufficient to induce human memory-like NK cell differentiation.

In addition to cytokines, we also evaluated preactivation through NK-activating receptors by coculturing with K562 leukemia cells or cross-linking CD16 (FcyRIIIa). K562 preactivation alone for 16 hours was unable to induce enhanced IFN-γ production after 7 days of rest and IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation in both CD56bright (48% ± 8.2% vs 52% ± 8.6%; P = .33) and CD56dim (11.25% ± 2.6% vs 10.8% ± 3.4%; P = .76) NK cells. Similarly, K562 preactivation in combination with IL-12, IL-18, or IL-12 + IL-15 for 16 hours did not lead to enhanced IFN-γ production after 7 days of rest and IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation (data not shown). Cross-linking CD16 alone also failed to enhance memory-like IFN-γ production after IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation (Figure 7C). In contrast, combining CD16 cross-linking with IL-12 or IL-12 + IL-18 resulted in a significant enhancement in IFN-γ production compared with each

Figure 4. Cell surface marker changes after preactivation and induction of human memory-like NK cells. Purified NK cells (≥ 95% CD56 CD3−) were cultured for 7 days as in Figure 1A and assayed without restimulation for CD94, NKG2A, NKG2C, NKp46, CD69, KIR, and CD57. Representative flow histograms are shown in pre-gated CD56bright and CD56dim NK cell subsets, overlaying control cells (open lines) and preactivated cells (gray filled lines). Summary data are shown as means ± SEM percentage of positive or MFI for the marker indicated in CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells. CD56dim NK cells had significantly increased expression of CD94 and NKG2A7 days after preactivation compared with controls. Both CD56dim and CD56bright NK cells had increased CD69 and NKp46 surface expression 7 days after preactivation (n = 4-6, 2 independent experiments) *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
signal alone, suggesting that CD16 cross-linking could costimulate memory-like NK cell induction during preactivation.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we identified human NK cells that exhibit enhanced IFN-γ production after short-term preactivation with IL-12 + IL-18, followed by 1-3 weeks of in vitro rest and subsequent restimulation with cytokines (IL-12 + IL-15 and IL-12 + IL-18) or K562 leukemia tumor targets. This novel finding in human NK cells is similar to previous reports of IL-12 + IL-18–induced memory-like NK cells in mice, and we therefore refer to these comparable preactivated human NK cells as “memory-like.” In addition, we identified additional combined signals, including IL-15 + IL-18, IL-12 + IL-15, and CD16 ligation + IL-12, as

![Diagram of IFN-γ production by human memory-like NK cells](image)

**Figure 5.** Enhanced IFN-γ production by human memory-like NK cells is associated with a CD94+NKG2A+C57+KIR+CD69+ phenotype. Purified NK cells (> 95% CD56−CD3−) were cultured as in Figure 1A for 7 days and assessed for IFN-γ in concert with the indicated cell surface marker after 6 hours of IL-12 + IL-15 restimulation. (A) Representative bivariate flow plots from control and IL-12 + IL-16–preactivated NK cells showing correlation of IFN-γ production (all were restimulated with IL-12 + IL-15) in populations positive or negative for CD94, NKG2A, KIR, CD57, and CD69. (B) Because CD56+ NK cells had > 95% or < 10% expression of CD94, NKG2A, KIR, and CD57 (Figure 6), IFN-γ correlative data are shown gated on CD56− NK cells. There were a greater percentage of IFN-γ+ NK cells in the CD94+, NKG2A+, NKG2C+, and CD69+ fractions of CD56− NK cells in contrast, there were a significantly greater percentage of IFN-γ+ NK cells in CD57− and KIR− CD56− NK cells. There were no significant correlations of NKG2C or CD69 expression with IFN-γ production in CD56+ NK cells (not shown). Statistical comparisons are between marker positive and negative control cells (n = 4-17 donors; 2-6 independent experiments). *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
preactivating conditions sufficient to induce memory-like NK cells with an enhanced capacity to produce IFN-γ. However, preactivation with exposure to a human leukemia cell line (K562) failed to result in memory-like NK cells. Furthermore, the 2 predominant human NK cell subsets, CD56bright and CD56dim, both exhibited memory-like NK cell IFN-γ production in response to several different restimulation conditions. Preactivation led to proliferation, and memory-like NK cells retained their enhanced capacity to produce IFN-γ after extensive cell division. In human memory-like NK cells, increased IFN-γ production was associated with expression of CD94, NKG2A, NKp46, and CD69 and a lack of KIR and CD57. Therefore, human NK cells can acquire memory-like properties after a brief initial activation.

Memory attributes of NK cells have been reported in several studies using different approaches and model systems. Initial reports from von Andrian et al demonstrated that mice lacking T and B lymphocytes exhibited delayed-type hypersensitivity recall responses to haptens that were mediated by NK cells that homed to the liver. Follow-up studies reported similar hepatic “adaptive” NK cell responses to structurally distinct antigens, which depended on the chemokine receptor CXCR6. Although these adaptive NK cell responses were Rag-1 and Rag-2 independent, for such diverse antigen-specific receptor responses to occur,

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** Memory-like NK cells proliferate and retain enhanced IFN-γ production after cell division. Purified NK cells were labeled with CFSE to track cell division, sorted into CD56bright and CD56dim NK subsets (> 99% purity), and preactivated and rested as per Figure 1A. After 7 days, cells were restimulated with IL-12 + IL-15 and analyzed simultaneously for IFN-γ production (CFSE dilution) and enhanced IFN-γ production. (A) Representative bivariate flow plots of CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells demonstrating that preactivation results in both increased cell division (CFSE dilution) and enhanced IFN-γ production. (B) Summary results showing the increased proliferation 7 days after preactivation compared with control (c; p.a.) in both CD56bright and CD56dim NK cell subsets. (C) Summary results are shown as the means ± SEM percentage of IFN-γ+ by NK cell generation (n = 4 donors, 2 independent experiments). Similar findings were observed in purified NK cells that were then gated on CD56bright and CD56dim NK cells (n = 6 donors; 2 independent experiments; supplemental Figure 5). *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.

![Figure 7](image-url)  
**Figure 7.** Additional preactivation conditions lead to enhanced memory-like NK cell IFN-γ production. (A-B) Purified (> 95% CD56dim CD3- ) NK cells were stimulated for 16 hours with either low-dose IL-15 (1 ng/mL, control), IL-12 (10 ng/mL), high-dose IL-15 (100 ng/mL), IL-18 (50 ng/mL), or the indicated IL-12/IL-15/IL-18 combinations. After 16 hours of activation, the cells were washed as in Figure 1A and then rested for 7 days before restimulation with IL-12 + IL-15 for 6 hours to assess IFN-γ production. In all conditions in which high-dose IL-15 was not used, low-dose IL-15 was included to support survival during preactivation. These data show that preactivation with all combinations of IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 lead to memory-like NK cell IFN-γ production on restimulation (n = 4; 2 independent experiments). (C) In a separate set of donors, purified (> 95% CD56dim CD3- ) NK cells were preactivated for 16 hours by cross-linking CD16 with plate-bound anti-CD16 mAb (or control mouse IgG1) or CD16 cross-linking in combination with IL-12 (10 ng/mL), IL-18 (50 ng/mL), or IL-12 (10 ng/mL) + IL-18 (50 ng/mL). The preactivated cells were washed as in Figure 1A, rested for 7 days, and then restimulated with IL-12 + IL-15 for 6 hours to assess IFN-γ production. These data show that CD16 cross-linking in combination with cytokines (IL-12 and IL-12 + IL-18) results in enhanced IFN-γ production on restimulation (n = 6; 3 independent experiments). Statistical comparisons are with control conditions, except in panel C as indicated. *P < .05; **P < .01; ***P < .001.
alternative recombined receptors could be involved. Direct experimental assessment of this delayed-type hypersensitivity NK memory would be challenging in humans. Subsequently, Yokoyama et al and Lanier et al reported murine NK cell responses with memory properties after cytokine activation\(^6\) or MCMV infection,\(^7\) respectively. In those studies, “memory-like” or “memory” NK cells were defined by an initial preactivation, resolution of the inflammatory response, and later an enhanced recall response after restimulation either through cytokine or activating NK receptors. MCMV-induced NK cell memory responses were recently reported to be critically dependent on proinflammatory cytokines induced early during infection (eg, IL-12),\(^23\) suggesting that the mechanisms inducing these 2 types of NK memory may be similar and dependent on cytokine activation. The results of the present study support this assertion and identify several combined cytokine signals sufficient to induce human cytokine-induced memory-like NK cells. In our human system of in vitro rest, the percentages of IFN-\(\gamma\) memory-like NK cells waned over weeks, likely because of suboptimal long-term support of primary NK cells in vitro. This potential explanation is supported by findings in mice that memory-like NK cell responses persist for at least 1 month in vivo after adoptive transfer.\(^6,21\) Currently, we are evaluating in vivo xenograft approaches in NOD-SCID-\(\gamma\)-/- mice to assess whether preactivated memory-like NK cells have enhanced survival and/or function in this setting compared with controls. Such human NK cell xenograft models (with or without human leukemia) will provide a useful preclinical tool with which to evaluate the utility of NK cell preactivation. Therefore, the human memory-like NK cells reported herein are similar to murine cytokine-induced memory-like NK cells and may share preactivation signals in common with murine memory NK cells that differentiate after MCMV infection.

Human NK cells differentiate from CD56\(^{bright}\) (stage IV) in secondary lymphoid organs into CD56\(^{dim}\) (stage V) NK cells.\(^1,24\) Further, CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells have been categorized into less mature (NKG2A+CD94/CD57 KIR) and more differentiated (CD57\(^{-}\)KIR\(^{+}\)NKG2A-CD94\(^{+}\)) subsets.\(^7,22-27\) Human cytokine-induced memory-like NK cells demonstrated increased expression of CD94, NKG2A, NKp46 and CD69 compared with control NK cells from the same donor. In addition, enhanced IFN-\(\gamma\) production was also associated with a less differentiated phenotype in CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells, which were CD94\(^{+}\)NKG2A\(^{+}\) but CD57\(^{-}\)KIR\(^{+}\). Currently, the functional contribution of these surface molecules to enhanced IFN-\(\gamma\) production is unknown; however, they do provide a starting point for narrowing the immunophenotype of memory-like NK cells and their alterations in human health and disease. In addition, these data suggest that the enhanced memory-like IFN-\(\gamma\) production is enriched in less mature CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells, precisely those subsets that have been shown to respond better to IL-12 + IL-18. In our experiments initiated with sorted CD56\(^{bright}\) NK cells, we did not observe differentiation of CD56\(^{bright}\) NK cells into CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells. At the cell-population level, CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells contained stable percentages of KIR\(^{+}\)CD57\(^{+}\) cells, but we did observe a modest increase in the percentage of cells expressing CD94, NKG2A, and NKG2C. This may represent a relative enrichment and/or survival of less differentiated CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells in this experimental system. In donors assessed for NKG2C, we observed small but clearly positive NKG2C+ NK cell populations in freshly isolated, control, and preactivated cells from the same donor. Preactivation appeared to modestly increase the percentage of NKG2C+NKG2A+ CD56\(^{dim}\) NK cells compared with controls; however, the overall contribution by NKG2C+ NK cells to IFN-\(\gamma\) production was minor. Therefore, it does not appear that cytokine-induced human memory-like NK cell IFN-\(\gamma\) production is strongly associated with NKG2C expression. This contrasts with recent studies showing enhanced IFN-\(\gamma\) production by NKG2C\(^{+}\)CD57\(^{+}\) NK cells in patients after Hantavirus infection or CMV reactivation after solid-organ or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.\(^12,14,15\) It is important to note the technical and experimental challenge of formally identifying NK cell memory in the context of viral infections in humans, which would require demonstration that the same NK cells were activated by viral infection/reactivation, returned to a baseline state, and then exhibited enhanced function on restimulation. It is possible that the enhanced NK cell functionality observed in chronic viral infection is because of persistent activation by virus and/or cytokine signals sufficient to induce mouse memory-like NK cell generation, (2) recent data in memory NK cells during MCMV identified IL-12 as a requisite signal during that model viral infection, and (3) our own restimulation conditions extensively used IL-12. Although we did observe a modest increase in IL-12R expression at the protein level, this failed to result in differential phospho-STAT4 signaling after restimulation. Because IFN-\(\gamma\) was the primary enhanced NK cell function in this setting, we next assessed IFN-\(\gamma\) mRNA in memory-like NK cells. Similar to mice,\(^6\) the basal level of IFN-\(\gamma\) mRNA in preactivated NK cells remained essentially identical to the level expressed in control NK cells from the same donor at 7 days. This indicates that the increased IFN-\(\gamma\) protein produced by memory-like NK cells is not the consequence of an increase in the pool of available IFN-\(\gamma\) mRNA transcript. Furthermore, although we did observe a robust increase in IFN-\(\gamma\) mRNA in both control and preactivated NK cells after stimulation with IL-12 + IL-15, there was no difference in the amount of mRNA between the 2 conditions. Therefore, the increased IFN-\(\gamma\) protein production in memory-like NK cells after reactivation is not because of higher levels of transcription of the IFN-\(\gamma\) gene, which indicates that the mechanism responsible likely lies downstream of mRNA transcription.

Several posttranscriptional and posttranslational mechanisms may be proposed to account for the increased IFN-\(\gamma\) protein production in memory-like NK cells. Increases in protein production may be accomplished via introduction of a positive regulatory event, such as enhanced translation or protein stabilization. Alternatively, increased IFN-\(\gamma\) protein production could be accomplished by removal or interruption of negative regulators. Although the posttranscriptional regulation of the IFN-\(\gamma\) mRNA is complex,\(^28\) miRNAs have recently been implicated in the control of IFN-\(\gamma\),\(^16,29\) and one potential mechanism is altered expression of miRNAs (that basally inhibit IFN-\(\gamma\) translation) after preactivation and subsequent memory-like NK cell generation. These hypotheses warrant future investigation.

Adaptive NK cell therapies are currently under investigation in leukemia and other cancers, with promising proof-of-principle results. Currently, clinical strategies to prepare NK cell products use no preactivation, overnight IL-2 stimulation, or extensive
culture and expansion ex vivo. The efficacy of these approaches is restricted by short-term persistence and limited survival and/or function after adoptive transfer of the NK cells into a patient. In contrast to recent findings by Gill et al suggesting that proliferation resulted in lower NK cell functionality by mouse NK cells, human and mouse memory-like NK cells have enhanced functional capacity after extensive proliferation, further supporting their potential utility in the immunotherapy setting. Because only brief ex vivo cytokine activation of NK cells would be required to generate memory-like human NK cells, this approach could be readily translated into future clinical trials of adoptive NK cell therapy. Further study of cytokine-activated NK cells, for example, in human NK cell xenograft models, will be required to provide clear preclinical data supporting this approach.
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